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The  chemical  and  mechanical  compatibility  of  proton  conducting  La26O27(BO3)8 (LBO)  electrolyte
with standard  cathode  materials  La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSM),  La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 (LSCM),  La2NiO4 and
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 (BSCF)  was  investigated.  The  results  show  that  LSM,  LSCM  and  La2NiO4 cath-
odes are  chemically  and  mechanically  stable  with  the  LBO  electrolyte,  and  BSCF  reacts  with  LBO  after
heat-treatment  of  their  mechanical  ground  mixtures  at T =  1150 ◦C. Symmetrical  cell  tests  based  on  LBO
demonstrated  that  the  values  of  the  cathode  ASR  (area  specific  resistance)  are  much  lower  in the  case
of the  LSM  and La2NiO4 cathodes  than  in  the  case  of the  LSCM  cathode  (in  humidified  air  at  700 ◦C:

2 2 2

olid oxide fuel cells
roton conductivity
ompatibility
C impedance

ASRLSM = 15  �  cm ; ASRLSCM =  60  �  cm ;  ASRLa2NiO4 = 1  ˝  cm ).  The  large  value  obtained  for  LSCM  cath-
ode  may  be  related  to the low  level  of  its  oxygen  ion  conductivity.  Finally,  a  composite  cathode  (CER–CER)
approach  was  used  in order to  optimize  the  polarization  resistance  of the LSM  cathode.  Several  CER–CER
cathodes  with  different  cathode/electrolyte  weight  ratios  were  prepared.  The  lowest  value  of ASR  for  LSM-
based composite  cathode  was  obtained  by adding  50 wt.%  of  LBO  to LSM  cathode  (ASRLSM/LBO =  3.4  �  cm2

in  humidified  air at 700 ◦C).
. Introduction

High temperature proton conducting materials are studied very
ctively nowadays as alternative electrolyte materials for solid
xide fuel cells (SOFC). The fuel cells based on proton conducting
aterials (PCFC) have higher theoretical electromotive force (EMF)

nd higher electrical efficiency than SOFC [1] due to the absence
f water dilution, the water production taking place at the air side
f the cell and thus there is no requirement for fuel management.
hese advantages increase the efficiency of PCFC by increasing the
uel utilization and by decreasing the complexity of the cell and by
xtension of the stack and the balance of plant. Despite the bene-
ts of the PCFC technology, its progress is much delayed compared
ith SOFC. Namely, peak power density superior to 1.0 W cm−2

t intermediate temperatures (600–800 ◦C) is frequently reported
n the literature for SOFC with thin film electrolytes [2–4], while
he power density of PCFC seldom exceeds 500 mW cm−2 [5].  In
ther words, fuel cells based on proton conductors do not exhibit
igh performance values which are in principle thermodynami-

ally reachable. One of the reasons is the absence of chemically
nd mechanically compatible electrode materials with proton con-
ucting electrolytes. To operate for an acceptable period of time,

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 0240373929; fax: +33 0240373929.
E-mail address: Kostiantyn.Kravchyk@cnrs-imn.fr (K.V. Kravchyk).

378-7753/$ – see front matter. Crown Copyright ©  2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. All ri
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.04.041
Crown Copyright ©  2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

solid oxide fuel cells need to be built with materials that have
good chemical compatibility between them, and in particular at
the anode/electrolyte and cathode/electrolyte interfaces. Between
the anode and electrolyte materials, the compatibility is more
obvious as the anode material is generally a composite based on
the electrolyte material. The cathode material used is a mixed
ionic–electronic conductor for which chemical and mechanical
compatibility with electrolyte is essential to assure good perfor-
mances and a significant lifetime of the fuel cell.

In this work, we  studied potential cathode materials from
chemical, mechanical and electrochemical point of view for use
with the recently discovered lanthanum oxyborate La26O27(BO3)8
(LBO) [6,7] which reacts with water vapour to form the fully
hydrated proton conducting phase La26O26(OH)2(BO3)8 stable up
to 700 ◦C. Although the latter shows lower proton conductivity
(� = 6 × 10−4 S cm−1 at T = 600 ◦C [6]) than perovskite-type materi-
als such as doped barium cerates (� = 1 × 10−2 S cm−1 at T = 600 ◦C
[8]), its long-term chemical stability and low sintering tempera-
ture compared with perovskite-type materials make it a promising
candidate for PCFC [9].

Based on the literature data, several cathode materials
(La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSM), La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 (LSCM) and

La2NiO4) have been selected to test their compatibility with the
lanthanum oxyborate. They exhibit close thermal expansion coef-
ficients (TECLSM = 11.7 × 10−6 K−1 [10]; TECLSCM = 12 × 10−6 K−1

[11]; TECLa2NiO4
13 × 10−6 K−1 [12]) with the lanthanum oxyb-

ghts reserved.
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rate (TECLBO = 8.2 × 10−6 K−1 [9])  and they are all mixed
on/electron (hole) conductors. To highlight the importance
f the TEC discrepancy between the electrolyte and the cathode,
a0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 (BSCF) was also chosen as cathode candidate
TECBSCF = 20 × 10−6 K−1 [13]).

Based on obtained results, the most potential half cell archi-
ectures (lanthanum oxyborate-cathode) were identified according
o the chemical and mechanical compatibility between electrolyte
nd cathodes and their electrochemical behaviors.

. Experimental

The synthesis of the La26O27(BO3)8 was carried out by pre-
ipitation from solution method. Aqueous solutions of La(NO3)3,
(OH)3 and NH4OH were used as initial reagents. All used reac-
ants were of analytical reagent grade. Lanthanum hydroxide
as precipitated at pH 8.5 by water ammoniac solution and
ashed with distilled water until Cl− and NO3− ions disappeared

n the washing solutions. Afterwards an appropriate amount of
he aqueous solution of B(OH)3 was added in order to obtain
he chemical composition La26O27(BO3)8. Then the suspension
as homogenized during 6 h in a ball-milling apparatus using

irconium balls and distilled water. The homogenized mixture
as then dried at 100 ◦C and annealed at T = 1100 ◦C for 2 h in

ir.
La2NiO4 was prepared via the traditional solid-state reaction

ethod. Pre-dried stoichiometric amounts of La2O3 and NiO oxides
ere milled for 30 min  in a ball-milling apparatus using ethanol as

 solvent and then heat-treated at T = 1100 ◦C for 4 h.
The BSCF powders were synthesized by self-combustion

ethod. Ba(NO3)2, Sr(NO3)2, Co(NO3)2·6H2O, Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, all in
nalytical grades, were used as raw materials and glycine was used
s the chelating agent. Stoichiometric amounts of metal nitrates
ere dissolved into a water solution. Afterwards the required

mount of glycine was added into the solution under stirring. The
ixed solution was then heated at 80 ◦C on a hot plate under con-

tant stirring for 4–5 h until a gel was formed. One hour later the
recursor powder of BSCF was formed by self-combustion of the
el. The obtained powder was then annealed at T = 1000 ◦C for 10 h
n order to obtain the BSCF powder.

The LSM and LSCM powders were provided by Praxair (France).
The XRD patterns of electrolyte, cathode and elec-

rolyte/cathode powders were recorded at room temperature
sing Siemens D5000 diffractometer (Cu K�1: � = 1.54060 Å, Cu
�2: � = 1.54439 Å). The refinements of the cell parameters were
arried out using the program FULLPROF [14] in the full pattern
atching mode with the program WinPLOTR interface [15]. The
RD patterns of synthesized and provided powders (LBO, LSM,
SCM, La2NiO4 and BSCF) confirmed the absence of any impurity
hases (Fig. 1).

In order to check chemical compatibility between
a26O27(BO3)8 and LSM, LSCM, La2NiO4, the electrolyte/cathode
ixtures with 1:1 weight ratio were ground together, pressed
nto pellets and annealed at 1150 ◦C for 36, 72 and 144 h in
ir. The stability under wet air was checked by annealing the
lectrolyte–cathode mixtures at 700 ◦C under pH2O = 0.025 atm
or 36 h.

able 1
nit cell volumes of LBO, LSM, LSCM and La2NiO4 phases in the LBO/LSM, LBO/LSCM and 

Mixture V (Å3) of LBO before heat
treatment

V  (Å3) of LBO after
T = 1150 ◦C for 36 h in air

LSM/LBO 1290.7(1) 1292.4(6) 

LSCM/LBO 1289.7(3) 1291.2(1) 

La2NiO4/LBO 1290.8(8) 1293.1(3) 
Fig. 1. XRD patterns of LBO, LSM, LSCM, La2NiO4 and BSCF compounds measured at
room temperature used in the present study.

Dense ceramics were obtained by uniaxial compression of
La26O27(BO3)8 powders, followed by a heat treatment at 1240 ◦C
during 4 h. The pellets were then polished with fine abrasives
down to ∼0.3 mm thickness, and slurries of cathode materials were
coated on the surface by screen printing. The symmetrical cells
were subsequently annealed at 1150 ◦C for 36 h, with heating and
cooling rates about 150 ◦C h−1. The microstructure and element
analysis of the obtained products were studied by SEM imaging
and EDS analysis using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM
7600) equipped with a germanium X-ray detector. Porosity of the
sintered cathode layers was estimated for the SEM images using
Image Tool program.

The AC impedance spectra were collected in air by a Solartron
1260 impedance analyzer over the frequency range 0.1 Hz–1 MHz,
in the temperature range 200–850 ◦C upon cooling and heating, by
steps of 50 ◦C, with isotherm of 1 h at each step. The analysis of the
impedance spectra was carried out using the program Zview [16].

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns of
LBO–LSM, LBO–LSCM, LBO–La2NiO4 and LBO–BSCF mixtures col-
lected at room temperature before and after the thermal-treatment
at T = 1150 ◦C for 36, 72 and 144 h under air and at T = 700 ◦C
for 36 h under wet air (pH2O = 0.023 atm) compared with the
XRPD of the LBO alone. Table 1 gathered the unit cell volume
for the corresponding phases. Similar observations (Fig. 2a, b,
and d) can be done for the mixture of LBO and LSM, LSCM and
La2NiO4 cathodes: the absence of chemical reactions after heat-
treatment in air at T = 1150 ◦C and wet  air at T = 700 ◦C. This is
confirmed in Table 1, where no significant changes of unit cell vol-
ume were observed for LBO, LSM, LSCM and La2NiO4 phases in
cathode–electrolyte mixtures. Small shift of LBO peaks, as well as
appearance of new small ones and changes of unit cell volumes
of LBO phase after heat-treatment can be due to the variation of

its hydration state (Vdry La O (BO ) = 1288.8(3) Å
3

in dry state;

26 27 3 8

Vwet La26O26(OH)2(BO3)8
= 1299.9(5) Å

3
in wet  state) [6].  Studies

of LBO–BSCF mixtures (Fig. 2c) showed that after annealing at
T = 1150 ◦C reaction takes place between both components lead-

LBO/La2NiO4 mixtures before and after heat treatment at T = 1150 ◦C for 36 h in air.

V (Å3) of cathode before
heat treatment

V (Å3) of cathode after
T = 1150 ◦C for 36 h in air

350.5(2) 350.5(7)
350.1(3) 350.4(5)
189.4(3) 189.5(4)
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F s measured at room temperature after heat treatment at T = 700 ◦C for 36 h in wet air
( BO phase are given for comparison.
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Table 2
Porosity of LSM, LSCM, La2NiO4 and composite LBO/LSM (50 wt.% of LBO) cathode
layers.

Cathode Porosity (%)

La2NiO4 18
LSM 19

F
s

ig. 2. XRD patterns of LBO–LSM (a), LSCM (b), BSCF (c) and La2NiO4 (d) mixture
pH2O = 0.025 atm) and at T = 1150 ◦C for 36, 72, 144 h in air. XRD patterns of pure L

ng mainly to the formation of La0.6Sr0.4Co0.9Fe0.1O3 (LSCF) and
a2SrO4 phases, whereas at lower temperature (700 ◦C) in wet  air
o chemical reaction is observed.

Cross-sections of the LSM, LSCM and La2NiO4 cathodes screen-
rinted on LBO electrolyte sintered at T = 1150 ◦C for 2 h are shown

n Fig. 3a–c, respectively. The cathode layers were about 18 �m

hick, sufficiently porous (see Table 2) and exhibited good inter-
ace with the lanthanum oxyborate electrolyte, with no sign of
rack or delamination. It is in good agreement with available ther-
al  expansion data for the investigated compounds (Table 3). It

ig. 3. Typical fracture cross-section SEM images and backscattered electron micrograph
urface  and heat-treated at T = 1150 ◦C for 36 h.
LSCM 41
LBO/LSM 13

s of LSM (a), LSCM (b) and La2NiO4 (c) diffusion couples screen-printed on the LBO
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Table 3
Linear thermal expansion coefficients for the used electrolyte and cathode materials.

Compound TEC × 10−6 (K−1) Reference

LBO 8.2 [9]
LSM 11.7 [10]
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Fig. 5. Impedance spectra of LSM/LBO/LSM, LSCM/LBO/LSCM and
LSCM 12 [27]
La2NiO4 13 [12]
BSCF 20 [13]

s worth noting that the several attempts to prepare symmetrical
ells based on BSCF cathode were always sanctioned by cathode
elamination. This is probably related to the large TEC discrep-
ncy (TECLBO = 8.2 × 10−6 K−1 [9], TECBSCF = 20 × 10−6 K−1 [13]) or
he presence of chemical reaction between LBO and BSCF. The elec-
rolyte layer is well densified and shows an average grain size of
–4 �m (Fig. 4). The LSCM cathode showed smaller particle sizes
ith a homogeneous particle size distribution and larger poros-

ty in comparison with LSM and La2NiO4 cathodes. Compositional
nalysis carried out by EDS method on the interface area, confirmed

 clear phase boundary and the absence of any cation diffusion
etween electrolyte and cathodes in the LSM, LSCM, La2NiO4–LBO
ymmetrical cells (Fig. 3a–c).

Fig. 5a presents typical impedance diagrams for symmetrical
ells based on LBO with LSM, LSCM and La2NiO4, plotted in the
yquist plane, and recorded at T = 700 ◦C in wet air. The impedance
ata were fitted using an electrical equivalent circuit made of series
//CPE (Constant Phase Element) elements. As the diagrams dis-
lay two separated semi-circles at T = 700 ◦C, two  serial (R//CPE)
lements were used to fit the impedance diagrams. As a result, for
ll symmetrical cells, capacitance of about 10−9 F was observed for
he first semicircle at high frequency which can be attributed to the
rain boundary resistance of the electrolyte. The second semicir-
le presents a higher capacitance (CLa2NiO4

= 10−4 F; CLSM = 10−2 F;

LSCM = 10−2 F) corresponding to the electrode polarization. The arc
bserved in the case of La2NiO4 is very depressed (inset Fig. 4a)
uggesting that the modeling with an R//CPE circuit is perhaps
ot relevant. Nevertheless, our aim is to compare samples and
ot to give mathematical model and to go deeply into mecha-
ism comprehension. At lower temperatures (<400 ◦C) a semicircle
orresponding to bulk resistance of electrolyte appears (Fig. 5b)

hich was modelled by adding an R//CPE element to the previous

quivalent circuit. As it can be seen from Fig. 5a and b, electrolyte
esponse (grain and grain boundary resistances) is similar for all
easured symmetrical cells, however, the polarization resistance

Fig. 4. Microstructure of ceramic LBO electrolyte sintered at 1240 ◦C for 4 h.
La2NiO4/LBO/La2NiO4 symmetrical cells measured at T = 700 ◦C with in inset
a  magnification for the La2NiO4 case (a) and 350 ◦C (b) under wet  air.

differs strongly depending on the cathode material. From the val-
ues of bulk and grain boundary resistances, the total conductivity of
the lanthanum oxyborate electrolyte was determined. Area specific
resistances were calculated from the total resistances of cathodes
using the following equation:

ASR = R · S

2
(1)

where R is the polarization resistance of the cathodes and S, the
surface area of the electrolyte covered by cathode on one side.

Fig. 6 shows the plots of the total conductivity (grain + grain
boundary) as a function of the inverse temperature for
La26O27(BO3)8 measured with Au, LSM, LSCM and La2NiO4
cathodes under dry air (Au) and wet air. Under wet air below
T = 700 ◦C, data show an increase of the conductivity in comparison
with measurements in dry atmosphere. This is related to the
hydration behavior and the addition of the proton conductivity
to the total conductivity [6,7]. Only a slight increase of the total

conductivity of La26O27(BO3)8 was observed with Au cathodes
meaning that the resistances of electrolyte are similar and do not
depend on the cathodes in the investigated temperature range.
This is an important confirmation of the absence of chemical
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ig. 6. Temperature dependences of total conductivity of LBO measured with Au,
SM, LSCM and La2NiO4 in wet air and with Au in dry air.

eactions between electrolyte and cathodes without any formation
f intermediate phase at the interface.

Temperature dependence of area specific resistance (ASR) of
SM, LSCM and La2NiO4 cathodes are presented in Fig. 7. Whatever
he cathode materials, an Arrhenius behavior is observed with an
ctivation energy ranging from 1.1 to 1.9 eV, from La2NiO4 to LSM,
espectively. The results of electrochemical behavior of symmetri-
al cells based on lanthanum oxyborate tested with different LSM,
SCM, La2NiO4 cathode materials are quite different. The lowest
SR value was obtained for La2NiO4 (ASR ≈ 1 � cm2 at 700 ◦C). For
SM and LSCM cathodes, ASR values were equal to 15 and 60 � cm2,
espectively, at T = 700 ◦C.

Considering possible limiting steps determining ASR for each
athode, the following parameters should be taken into account:

evel of electronic, oxygen and proton conductivity, electrocat-
lytic activity, microstructure characteristics (i.e. porosity) and the
resence of extra phase due to chemical reaction or cation diffu-

ig. 8. Schematic diagrams of cathode-reaction mechanisms in the case of proton conduc
b),  mixed oxygen–proton-electronic conductor (c) and mixed oxygen-electronic + proton
Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of area specific resistance for LSM, LSCM and
La2NiO4 cathodes measured in symmetrical cell configuration with LBO electrolyte.

sion between electrolyte and cathode. Taking into account that
the level of electronic conductivity of LSCM is higher than that
of LSM (�LSM ∼ 4 S cm−1 [17]) and almost equivalent to the one
of La2NiO4 (�LSCM ∼ 60 S cm−1 [18]; �La2NiO4

∼80 S cm−1 [19,20])
and that LSCM cathode layer is more porous than LSM and La2NiO4
cathodes (see Fig. 3 and Table 2), it can be concluded that electronic
conductivity and microstructure are not limiting ASR parameters.
The presence of extra phases lowering the performances cannot
be also taken into account as no chemical reaction and chemical
diffusion was  observed between LBO and investigated cathodes.
On the contrary, oxygen conductivity level of LSCM is relatively
low compared to that of LSM and La2NiO4 (�LSCM ∼ 3 × 10−5 S cm−1

[21]; �LSM ∼ 2 × 10−3 S cm−1 [22]; �La2NiO4
∼2 × 10−1 S cm−1 [23]

at T = 950 ◦C), that means that oxygen ion transport in LSCM cathode

mainly occurs via the surface pathway to the three-phase boundary
sites (TPB) (Fig. 8a). However, with higher oxygen conductivity in
the LSM and especially La2NiO4, the transport of oxygen ions also

ting electrolyte with: electronic conductor (a), mixed oxygen-electronic conductor
 conductors (CER–CER) (d) as cathode materials.
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Fig. 10. Impedance spectra of LBO symmetrical cells with CER–CER (LBO–LSM) cath-
odes measured at T = 700 ◦C under wet air.

explained by a lower level of oxygen conductivity of LSCM com-
ig. 9. Typical fracture cross-section SEM image of LBO/LSM composite cathode
creen-printed on the LBO surface and heat-treated at T = 1150 ◦C for 36 h.

ccurs via the bulk pathway (Fig. 8b). This is supposed to increase
he reaction area and reduce the polarization resistance. Another
mportant parameter is the level of proton conductivity for above-
nvestigated cathode materials as it well known that the use of a
rotonic mixed conducting oxide allows the production of water
ot only at the TPB sites, but also over the whole cathode surface
24,25] (Fig. 8c). In this case, symmetrical cell system would obvi-
usly exhibit faster electrode processes. However, in the literature,
here is no data concerning proton conductivity of LSM, LSCM and
a2NiO4. Therefore, based on available data, the ASR decrease from
SCM to La2NiO4 cathodes in current symmetrical cell systems can
e explained by a better oxygen conductivity level in the investi-
ated cathodes what facilitates the oxygen ions migration through
he cathode itself [26] and therefore multiply the possible reaction
ites.

One way to decrease the cathode ASR is to prepare a composite
athode consisting in a mixture of a proton conductor electrolyte
nd a mixed O2−/e− conductor cathode materials. Composite cath-
des provide a high density of TPBs due to the proton conducting
hase in the cathode layer. Indeed, the TPBs are spread into the
ulk of cathode layers what improve the diffusion and reaction
f protons and oxygen species leading to ASR decrease (Fig. 8d).
hus, composite cathodes with 25, 50 and 75 wt.% (≈28, 53 and
8 vol.%) of electrolyte were prepared to improve the ASR of LSM
athode in symmetrical cells based on lanthanum oxyborate. Fig. 9
hows typical cross-sectional SEM image of LSM–LBO cathode with
0 wt.% of LBO, sintered at 1150 ◦C for 2 h. Generally, the LSM and
BO particles appear to be more sintered but more bonded to the
BO interface compared to pure LSM cathode. The particle size
s also larger and a lower porosity is observed (Table 2). How-
ver, the shape of impedance spectra for symmetrical cells with
omposite (CER–CER) cathodes were very similar to that of pure
SM (Fig. 10). Thus, the fitting of the impedance diagrams was
ade with similar electrical equivalent circuits used for LSM cath-

de. Despite the porosity decrease and the particle sizes increase
f the LSM-composite cathodes, the improvement of their elec-
rochemical behavior was established. As shown in Fig. 11,  ASR
f cathode materials decreases with increasing weight % of lan-
hanum oxyborate in the composite from ≈25 to 50 wt.%. The

inimum ASR is obtained for LSM–50LBO and is equal to 3.4 � cm2
t T = 700 ◦C which is five times lower than the one obtained for
ure LSM. This confirms the positive role in reducing polariza-
ion resistance of the proton conduction in a composite cathode.
Fig. 11. Dependence of area specific resistance of LBO/LSM composite cathode mea-
sured in symmetrical cell configuration based on LBO at T = 700 ◦C with the content
of  LBO electrolyte in the composite.

CER–CER composite cathodes based on La2NiO4 are currently under
investigation.

4. Conclusions

LSM, LSCM, La2NiO4 and BSCF compounds were investigated for
potential application as cathode material for PCFC based on lan-
thanum oxyborate electrolyte. It was  shown that LSM, LSCM and
La2NiO4 cathodes are chemically and mechanically stable with the
La26O27(BO3)8 electrolyte and that BSCF reacts with La26O27(BO3)8.

Conductivity measurements performed on symmetrical cells
revealed that the La2NiO4 and LSM cathodes present the low-
est values of area specific resistance (ASR) compared with those
of the LSCM cathode: ASRLSM = 15 � cm2; ASRLSCM = 60 � cm2;
ASRLa2NiO4

= 1  ̋ cm2 in humidified air at 700 ◦C. This can be
pared to LSM and La2NiO4.
Optimization of the LSM cathode ASR by preparation of CER–CER

composite cathodes with different cathode/electrolyte weight
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atios was performed. The lowest value of ASR for LSM-based cath-
de was obtained when adding 50 wt.% of LBO to LSM cathode:
SRLSM = 3.4 � cm2 in humidified air at 700 ◦C.

Low ASR values for La2NiO4 and LSM-based cathodes in
a26O27(BO3)8 symmetrical cells make these materials potential
lectrolyte–cathode couples for proton-conducting solid oxide fuel
ell.
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